
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

August/September/October  

  
Grammar –Chapters 1 and 2  
  

 
 

Curriculum Mapping 
2013-2014 
Grade 5 Shurley 

English Grammar and 
Writing  

…Content-Capitalization, punctuation rules, vocabulary, analogy words  
  noun, subject noun, verb; 5 parts of a complete sentence,    

adverbs, adjectives, article adjectives; four kinds of sentences,   
…Standards  
…Skills-classification of words in a sentence; editing a sentence/paragraph;   
  skill check:  sentence parts, noun job chart; punctuating sentences  
…Assessments-Practice worksheets; Chapter test  
…Resources:  text- Shurley English 5; mini-lessons; resource CD  
  
Writing   
  
…Content:  Write a 3-point expository paragraph  
…Standards  
…Skills:  Writing process: prewriting, roughdraft, revising, editing, evaluation;   

topic, supporting/nonsupporting details  
…Assessments-Self-evaluation checklist; assessment rubric  
…Resources:  mini-lessons; text; dictionary  
  

November/December/January  

  
Grammar –Chapters 3, 4, and 5  
  
…Content-Prepositions, object of the preposition, prepositional phrase; pronoun,   
              subject pronoun, possessive pronouns, conjunctions; helping verbs, verb phrases,  
  coordinating conjunctions and connective adverbs; homonyms; not – an adverb  
           
…Standards  
…Skills-classification of words in a sentence; editing a sentence/paragraph;   
  skill check: subject verb agreement; fragments, run-on sentences,  
  comma splices, types of sentences (compound sentence, compound parts),   
    contractions  
…Assessments-Practice worksheets; Chapter test  
…Resources:  text- Shurley English 5; mini-lessons; resource CD  



 

 
 

Writing 

 
…Content: Creative writing; journal writing; essay writing 
…Standards 
…Skills: Writing process: prewriting, roughdraft, revising, editing, evaluation; 

topic, supporting/nonsupporting details; writing conference 
3-paragraph expository essay; 5-paragraph expository essay 

…Assessments-Self-evaluation checklist; assessment rubric 
…Resources: mini-lessons; text; dictionary; resource CD 

 
 
 

February/March 
 

 

Grammar –Chapters 6, 7, and 8 

 
…Content-Interjections, possessive nouns, eight parts of speech, clauses and subordinate 

conjunctions; complex sentences; direct object, transitive verbs, verb tenses, 
regular/irregular verbs, object pronouns 

…Standards 
…Skills-classification of words in a sentence; editing a sentence/paragraph; 

skill check: sentence parts, noun job chart; punctuating sentences 
…Assessments-Practice worksheets; Chapter test 
…Resources: text- Shurley English 5; mini-lessons 

 
Writing 

 
…Content: Write a 5-paragraph expository essay and a 5-paragraph persuasive essay. 
…Standards 
…Skills:  Writing process: prewriting, roughdraft, revising, editing, evaluation; 

topic, supporting/nonsupporting details 
…Assessments-Self-evaluation checklist; assessment rubric 
…Resources: mini-lessons; text; dictionary 



April/May 
 

 

Grammar –Chapters 9, 10, 11, 12 13, and 14 

 
…Content-Indirect object, quotations, predicate noun, linking verbs, noun jobs; plural nouns; 

personal pronouns & antecedents; indefinite pronouns; predicate adjectives; double 
negatives; predicate adjectives; parts of a friendly letter; abbreviations 

…Standards 
…Skills-classification of words in a sentence; editing a sentence/paragraph; 

skill check: sentence parts, noun job chart; punctuating sentences 
…Assessments-Practice worksheets; Chapter test 
…Resources: text- Shurley English 5; mini-lessons 

 
Writing 

 
…Content: Narratives with/without dialogue; compare/contrast essay; friendly letter; thank- 

you notes; envelopes; business letter 
…Standards 
…Skills:  Writing process: prewriting, roughdraft, revising, editing, evaluation; 

topic, supporting/nonsupporting details; narrative writing and story elements outline; 
friendly letter parts; envelopes; business letter parts 

…Assessments-Self-evaluation checklist; assessment rubric 
…Resources: mini-lessons; text; dictionary; stationery; envelopes 


